
Desire Alarm Clock Series

Approved by the world’s best hoteliers       

Great British Design



find us  at only the best locations 



HX80S5B HX80S5W

Your guests need the very best, and these beautifully detailed alarm clocks have been approved by the some of the world’s fi nest hoteliers. The 
hand polished chrome steel cases with bevelled mineral glass lenses have a fi ne quality and weight. The HX80 series have a 100% silent sweep ac-
tion movement and a night light that comes on when the clock is picked up or slightly tilted. Also available with luminous hands. 
Powered by a single AA Battery.

HX80S85W

HX80S2B Luminous hands 
HX80SSTAT

HX80S2W Luminous hands 
HX80S45B

HX80S14W

Desire - The Ultimate Analogue Alarm         80mm or 3.1/8” diameter
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HX80R5B HX80R5W

These luxurious rose gold clocks are perfect for the world’s most stylish hotels. Made of solid stainless steel each piece is hand polished by our 
craftsmen and have a beautiful jewel-like quality. The attention to detail is stunning, the simple graphics, elegant dial design and bevelled mineral 
glass lenses make these the very best. 100% silent sweep action movement and a night light. Also available with luminous hands. Powered by a 
single AA Battery.

HX80R85W

HX80R2B HX80R2W HX80R53W

HX80R8W

Desire Rose                                                 80mm or 3.1/8” diameter

Luminous hands 
HX80RSTAT
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HX80B5B HX80B5W

Elegant and tactile, these black anodised aluminium bodied alarm clocks are beautifully detailed and have our 100% silent sweep action move-
ment that guarantees a tick-tock free night! A neat night light comes on when the clock is picked up or slightly tilted. Also available with luminous 
hands. Powered by a single AA Battery.

HX80B85W

HX80B2B Luminous hands 
HX80BSTAT

HX80B2W Luminous hands

HX8B45B

HX80B8W

Desire Nero                                          80mm or 3.1/8” diameter
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H58S62W H58S5W

A solid polished stainless steel gem, the raw simplicity of the material and the convex bevelled glass lens make these mini Desire alarm clocks 
uniquely special to hold. Simple graphics, some with luminous hands. Ask about our bespoke options. Button cell battery (LR44) included.

H58S85W

H58S2B Luminous hands 
H58SSTAT

H58S2W H58S53W

H58S8W

Desire Mini - Chrome                            58mm or 2.1/4” diameter

8S2 8S 38S2
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H58R14W H58R5W

A mini-creation in solid stainless steel, the mini desire series is a pocketful of luxury, each one hand polished by our craftsmen to give it a beautiful 
jewel like quality. The attention to detail is stunning, the simple graphics, elegant dial design and bevelled mineral glass lenses make these the very 
best. Some are available with luminous hands. Button cell battery (LR44) included.

H58R85W

H58R2B Luminous hands 
H58RSTAT

H58R2W H58R53W

8 4 H58R8W

Desire Mini - rose                             58mm or 2.1/4” diameter



H58B45B H58B5W

Smooth black anodised satin fi nished aluminium case with a curved convex glass lens. Understated elegance with simple function and graphics. 
Some designs have luminous hands. Button cell battery (LR44) included.

H58B85W

H58B2B Luminous hands 
H58BSTAT

H58B2W H58B53W

H58B8W

Desire Mini - Nero                     58mm or 2.1/4” diameter

8 2 8 3
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Your Bespoke Options

If you have a special requirement of over 300 pieces we can usually accomodate your request. The parts that 
can be customized are the body, dial face and hands. The body can be made of either stainless steel or alu-
mininium and we can apply different plating fi nishes such as gold to give a wide variety of colours. Share your 
ideas with us and we can give you a quote and create a visual for your project. 

Alarm Clocks
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Lead Times: Production is to order and we need a minimum of 60 days to complete any order.

Minimum quantity is only 192 pieces and 48 for a re-order.

Our terms are ex-works from Hong Kong.

We can also provide retail packaging so you can sell the clocks to your customers as souvenirs of their stay.

For sales and custom enquiries please contact Oliver Hemming at oliver@oliverhemming.com 

www.oliverhemming.com to view our full collection.

Studio Designs Limited, 148 Queens Road Central, Hong Kong. +852 9689 1710  info@oliverhemming.com

Oliver Hemming and the     mark are both internationally registered trademarks 011156262, 01117338

Oliver Hemming


